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Abstract
This paper presents a study of some basic blocks needed
in the design of floating-point summation algorithms. In
particular, we show that among the set of the algorithms
with no comparisons performing only floating-point addi-
tions/subtractions, the 2Sum algorithm introduced by Knuth
is minimal, both in terms of number of operations and depth
of the dependency graph. Under reasonable conditions, we
also prove that no algorithms performing only round-to-
nearest additions/subtractions exist to compute the round-
to-nearest sum of at least three floating-point numbers.
Starting from an algorithm due to Boldo and Melquiond,
we also present new results about the computation of the
correctly-rounded sum of three floating-point numbers.
Keywords: Floating-point arithmetic, summation algo-
rithms, correct rounding, 2Sum and Fast2Sum algorithms.
1. Introduction
The computation of sums appears in many domains of
numerical analysis. They occur when performing numeri-
cal integration, when evaluating dot products, means, vari-
ances and many other functions. When computing the sum
of n floating-point numbers a1, a2, . . . , an, the best one can
hope is to get ◦(a1 + a2 + · · · an), where ◦ is the desired
rounding mode. On current architectures this can always be
done in software using multiple-precision arithmetic. This
could also be done using a long accumulator, but such ac-
cumulators are not yet available on current processors.
In radix-2 floating-point arithmetic, it is well known that
the rounding error generated by a round-to-nearest addi-
tion is itself a floating-point number. Many accurate and
efficient summation algorithms published in the literature
(see for instance [12, 13, 11, 3]) are based on this prop-
erty and use basic blocks such as the Fast2Sum and the
2Sum algorithms (Algorithms 1 and 2 below) to compute
the rounding error generated by a floating-point addition.
Since efficiency is one of the main concerns in the design
of floating-point programs, we focus on algorithms using
only floating-point additions and subtractions in the target
format and without conditional branches. The computation
of the correctly-rounded sum of three floating-point num-
bers is also a basic task needed in many different contexts:
in [3], Boldo and Melquiond have presented a new algo-
rithm for this task, with an application in the context of the
computation of elementary functions. Hence, it is of great
interest to study the properties of these basic blocks.
In this paper, we assume an IEEE 754 [1, 7] arith-
metic. We show that among the set of the algorithms with
no comparisons performing only floating-point operations,
the 2Sum algorithm introduced by Knuth is minimal, both
in terms of number of operations and depth of the de-
pendency graph. Under reasonable assumptions, we also
show that it is impossible to always obtain the correctly
round-to-nearest sum of n ≥ 3 floating-point numbers
with an algorithm performing only round-to-nearest addi-
tions/subtractions. The algorithm proposed by Boldo and
Melquiond for computing the round-to-nearest sum of three
floating-point numbers relies on a non-standard rounding
mode, rounding to odd. We show that rounding to odd
can be emulated in software using only floating-point ad-
ditions/subtractions in the standard rounding modes and a
multiplication by the constant 0.5, thus allowing the round-
to-nearest sum of three floating-point numbers to be deter-
mined without tests. We also propose algorithms to com-
pute the correctly-rounded sum of three floating-point val-
ues for directed roundings.
1.1. Assumptions and notations
We assume a radix-2 and precision-p floating-point
arithmetic as defined in the original IEEE 754-1985 stan-
dard [1] as well as in its followers, the IEEE 854-1987
radix-independent standard [2] and the newly IEEE 754-
2008 revised standard [7]. The precision p can be either
11, 24, 53 or 113, corresponding to the four binary floating-
point formats specified in the IEEE 754-2008 standard. The
user can choose an active rounding mode, also called round-
ing direction attribute in IEEE 754-2008: round toward
−∞, round toward +∞, round toward 0, and round to
nearest even, which is the default rounding mode. Given a
real number x, we denote respectively by RD(x), RU (x),
1
RZ (x) and RN (x) these rounding modes.
Let us also recall that correct rounding is required for
the four elementary arithmetic operations and the square
root by the above cited IEEE standards: an arithmetic op-
eration is said to be correctly rounded if for any inputs its
result is the infinitely precise result rounded according to
the active rounding mode. Correct rounding makes arith-
metic deterministic, provided all computations are done in
the same format, which might be sometimes difficult to en-
sure [10]. Correct rounding allows one to design portable
floating-point algorithms and to prove their correctness, as
the results summarized in the next subsection.
1.2. Previous results
The following result is due to Dekker [5].
Theorem 1 (Fast2Sum algorithm). Assume a radix-2
floating-point arithmetic providing correct rounding with
rounding to nearest. Let a and b be finite floating-point
numbers such that the exponent of a is larger than or equal
to that of b. The following algorithm computes floating-
point numbers s and t such that s = RN (a + b) and
s + t = a + b exactly.
Algorithm 1 (Fast2Sum(a,b)).
s = RN (a + b);
z = RN (s − a);
t = RN (b − z);
Note that the condition “the exponent of a is larger than
or equal to that of b” may be slow to check in a portable
way. But if |a| ≥ |b|, then this condition is fulfilled. If no
information on the relative orders of magnitude of a and b is
available, there is an alternative algorithm due to Knuth [8]
and Møller [9], called 2Sum.
Algorithm 2 (2Sum(a,b)).
s = RN (a + b);
b′ = RN (s − a);
a′ = RN (s − b′);
δb = RN (b − b
′);
δa = RN (a − a
′);
t = RN (δa + δb);
2Sum requires 6 operations instead of 3 for the Fast2Sum
algorithm, but on current pipelined architectures, a wrong
branch prediction may cause the instruction pipeline to
drain. As a consequence, using 2Sum instead of a com-
parison followed by Fast2Sum will usually result in much
faster programs [11]. The names “2Sum” and “Fast2Sum”
seem to have been coined by Shewchuk [14]. We call these
algorithms error-free additions in the sequel.
The IEEE 754-2008 standard [7] describes new opera-
tions with two floating-point numbers as operands:
• minNum and maxNum that deliver respectively the
minimum and the maximum;
• minNumMag, which delivers the one with the smaller
magnitude (the minimum in case of equal magni-
tudes);
• maxNumMag, which delivers the one with the larger
magnitude (the maximum in case of equal magni-
tudes).
The operations minNumMag and maxNumMag can be
used to sort two floating-point numbers by order of mag-
nitude. This leads to the following alternative to the 2Sum
algorithm.
Algorithm 3 (Mag2Sum(a,b)).
s = RN (a + b);
a′ = maxNumMag(a, b);
b′ = minNumMag(a, b);
z = RN (s − a′);
t = RN (b′ − z);
Algorithm Mag2Sum consists in sorting the inputs by
magnitude before applying Fast2sum. It requires 5 floating-
point operations, but notice that the first three operations
can be executed in parallel. Mag2Sum can already be im-
plemented efficiently on the Itanium processor, thanks to
the instructions famin and famax available on this architec-
ture [4, p. 291].
2. Algorithm 2Sum is minimal
In the following, we call an RN-addition algorithm an
algorithm only based on additions and subtractions in the
round-to-nearest mode: at step i the algorithm computes
xi = RN (xj±xk), where xj and xk are either one of the in-
put values or a previously computed value. An RN-addition
algorithm must not perform any comparison or conditional
branch, but may be enhanced with minNum, maxNum, min-
NumMag or maxNumMag as in Theorem 3.
For instance, 2Sum is an RN-addition algorithm that re-
quires 6 floating-point operations. To estimate the perfor-
mance of an algorithm, only counting the operations is a
rough estimate. On modern architectures, pipelined arith-
metic operators and the availability of several FPUs make
it possible to perform some operations in parallel, provided
they are independent. Hence the depth of the dependency
graph of the instructions of the algorithm is an important
criterion. In the case of Algorithm 2Sum, two operations
only can be performed in parallel, δb = RN (b − b
′) and
δa = RN (a − a
′). Hence the depth of Algorithm 2Sum is
5. In Algorithm Mag2Sum the first three operations can be
executed in parallel, hence this algorithm has depth 3.
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In this section, we address the following question: are
there other RN-addition algorithms producing the same re-
sults as 2Sum, i.e., computing both RN (a + b) and the
rounding error a + b − RN (a + b) for any floating-point
inputs a and b?
We show the following result, proving that among the
RN-addition algorithms, 2Sum is minimal in terms of num-
ber of operations as well as in terms of depth of the depen-
dency graph. The results of this section are proved for the
four binary floating-point formats defined in the IEEE 754-
2008 standard [7].
Theorem 2. Among the RN-addition algorithms computing
the same results as 2Sum,
• each one requires at least 6 operations;
• each one with 6 operations reduces to 2Sum;
• each one has depth at least 5.
Proof. To prove Theorem 2, we have proceeded as follows.
We enumerated all possible RN-addition algorithms with 6
additions or less, and each algorithm was tried with 3 pairs
of well chosen inputs a and b. The only algorithm that
delivered the correct results was essentially 2Sum (by “es-
sentially” we mean that some algorithms reduce to 2Sum
through obvious transformations). We also enumerated all
possible results at depth 4 or less on 3 pairs of well cho-
sen inputs a and b, showing that the expected results could
not be obtained on the 3 pairs at the same time. The whole
process has been carried out with the four IEEE 754-2008
binary floating-point formats.
As previously mentioned an RN-addition algorithm can
also be enhanced with minNum, maxNum, minNumMag
and maxNumMag operations [7], which is the case for Al-
gorithm Mag2Sum. The following result proves the mini-
mality of this algorithm.
Theorem 3. We consider the set of all the RN-addition al-
gorithms enhanced with minNum, maxNum, minNumMag
and maxNumMag. Among all the algorithms that computes
the same results as 2Sum,
• each one requires at least 5 operations;
• each one with 5 operations reduces to Mag2Sum;
• each one has depth at least 3.
As for the proof of Theorem 2, we used exhaustive enu-
meration to prove this result.
The C programs used to prove all these results are based
on the MPFR library [6] (in order to control the precision
and the roundings) and can be found on http://hal.
inria.fr/inria-00367584/.
3. On the impossibility of computing a round-
to-nearest sum
In this section, we are interested in the computation of
the sum of n floating-point numbers, correctly rounded to
nearest. We prove the following result.
Theorem 4. Let a1, a2, . . . , an be n ≥ 3 floating-point
numbers of the same format. Assuming an unbounded expo-
nent range, an RN-addition algorithm cannot always return
RN (a1 + a2 + · · · + an).
If there exists an RN-addition algorithm to compute the
round-to-nearest sum of n floating-point numbers, with
n ≥ 3, then this algorithm must also compute the round-
to-nearest sum of 3 floating-point values. As a consequence
we only consider the case n = 3 in the proof of this theo-
rem. We show how to construct for any RN-algorithm a set
of input data such that the result computed by the algorithm
differs from the round-to-nearest result.
Proof of Theorem 4. An RN-addition algorithm can be rep-
resented by a directed acyclic graph1 (DAG) whose nodes
are the arithmetic operations. Given such an algorithm, let
r be the depth of its associated graph. First we consider the
input values a1, a2, a3 defined as follows.
• a1 = 2
k+p and a2 = 2
k: For any2 integer k, a1 and a2
are two nonzero multiples of 2k whose sum is the exact
middle of two consecutive floating-point numbers;
• a3 = ε, with 0 ≤ 2
r−1|ε| ≤ 2k−p−1 for r ≥ 1.
Note that when ε 6= 0,
RN (a1 + a2 + a3) =
{
RD(a1 + a2 + a3) if ε < 0
RU (a1 + a2 + a3) if ε > 0,
where we may also conclude that RN (a1+a2+a3) 6= 0.
The various computations that can be performed “at
depth 1”, i.e., immediately from the entries of the algorithm
are illustrated below. The value of ε is so small that after
rounding to nearest, every operation with ε in one of its en-
tries will return the same value as if ε were zero, unless the
other entry is 0 or ε.
±ai
+/− +/− +/−
ai aj ai ǫ ǫ ǫ
0 or nonzero
multiple of 2k
∈ {−2ǫ,−ǫ, 0, ǫ, 2ǫ}
1Such an algorithm cannot have “while” loops, since tests are prohib-
ited. It may have “for” loops that can be unrolled.
2Here k is arbitrary. When considering a limited exponent range, we
have to assume that k + p is less than the maximum exponent.
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An immediate consequence is that after these compu-
tations “at depth 1”, the possible available variables are
nonzero multiples of 2k that are the same as if ε were 0,
and values taken from S1 = {−2ε,−ε, 0, ε, 2ε}. By in-
duction one easily shows that the available variables after
a computation of depth m are either nonzero multiples of
2k that are the same as if ε were 0 or values taken from
Sm = {−2
mε, · · · , 0, · · · ,+2mε}.
Now, consider the very last addition/subtraction, at depth
r in the DAG of the RN-addition algorithm. If at least one
of the inputs of this last operation is a nonzero multiple of
2k that is the same as if ε were 0, then the other input is
either also a nonzero multiple of 2k or a value belonging to
Sr−1 = {−2
r−1ε, · · · , 0, · · · ,+2r−1ε}. In both cases the
result does not depend on the sign of ε, hence it is always
possible to choose the sign of ε so that the round-to-nearest
result differs from the computed one. If both entries of the
last operation belong to Sr−1, then the result belongs to
Sr = {−2
rε, · · · , 0, · · · ,+2rε}. If one sets ε = 0 then the
computed result is 0, contradicting the fact that the round-
to-nearest sum must be nonzero.
In the proof of Theorem 4, it was necessary to assume an
unbounded exponent range to make sure that with a com-
putational graph of depth r, we can always build an ε so
small that 2r−1ε vanishes when added to any multiple of
2k. This constraint can be transformed into a constraint on
r related to the extremal exponents emin and emax of the
floating-point system. Indeed, assuming ε = ±2emin and
a1 = 2
k+p = 2emax , the inequality 2r−1|ε| ≤ 2k−p−1 gives
the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let a1, a2, . . . , an be n ≥ 3 floating-point
numbers of the same format. Assuming the extremal ex-
ponents of the floating-point format are emin and emax,
an RN-addition algorithm of depth r cannot always return
RN (a1 + a2 + · · · + an) as soon as
r ≤ emax − emin − 2p.
For instance, with the IEEE 754-1985 double precision
format (emin = −1022, emax = 1023, p = 53), Theo-
rem 5 shows that an RN-addition algorithm able to always
evaluate the round-to-nearest sum of at least 3 floating-point
numbers (if such an algorithm exists!) must have depth at
least 1939.
4. Correctly-rounded sums of three floating-
point numbers
We have proved in the previous section that there exist no
RN-addition algorithms of acceptable size to compute the
round-to-nearest sum of n ≥ 3 floating-point values. In [3],
Boldo and Melquiond presented an algorithm to compute
RN (a + b + c) using a round-to-odd addition. Rounding to
odd is defined as follows:
• if x is a floating-point number, then RO(x) = x;
• otherwise, RO(x) is the value among RD(x) and
RU (x) whose least significant bit is a one.
The algorithm of Boldo and Melquiond for computing of
RN (a + b + c) is depicted on Fig. 1. Rounding to odd
is not a rounding mode available on current architectures,
hence a software emulation is proposed in [3]: this software
emulation requires accesses to the binary representation of
the floating-point numbers and conditional branches, both
of which are costly on pipelined architectures.
tℓ
Error-free addition
Error-free addition
Odd-rounded addition
v = RO(tℓ + uℓ)
Round-to-nearest addition
z = RN (a + b + c)
a b c
uh uℓ
th
Figure 1. The Boldo-Melquiond algorithm.
In the next section, we propose a new algorithm for sim-
ulating the round-to-odd addition of two floating-point val-
ues. This algorithm uses only available IEEE-754 round-
ing modes and a multiplication by the constant 0.5, and
can be used to avoid access to the binary representation of
the floating-point numbers and conditional branches in the
computation of RN (a + b + c) with the Boldo-Melquiond
algorithm. We also study a modified version of the Boldo-
Melquiond algorithm to compute DR(a+b+c), where DR
denotes any of the IEEE-754 directed rounding modes.
4.1. A new method for rounding to odd
If we allow the multiplication by the constant 0.5 and
choosing the rounding mode for each operation, the follow-
ing algorithm can be used to implement the round-to-odd
addition.
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Algorithm 4 (OddRoundSum(a,b)).
d = RD(a + b);
u = RU (a + b);
e′ = RN (d + u);
e = e′ × 0.5; {exact}
o′ = u − e; {exact}
o = o′ + d; {exact}
Theorem 6. Let us assume that no underflows nor over-
flows occur in intermediate operations. Given a and b
two floating-point numbers, Algorithm 4 computes o =
RO(a + b).
Proof. The desired result is either d or u. The remaining
operations are to identify which of d and u is a + b rounded
to odd.
Algorithm 4 can be used in the algorithm depicted on
Fig. 1 to implement the round-to-odd addition. Then we ob-
tain an algorithm using only basic floating-point operations
and the IEEE-754 rounding modes to compute RN (a+ b+
c) for all floating-point numbers a, b and c.
In Algorithm 4, note that d and u may be calculated in
parallel and that the calculation of e and o′ may be com-
bined if a fused multiply-add (FMA) instruction is avail-
able. On most floating-point units, the rounding mode is dy-
namic and changing it requires to flush the pipeline, which
is expensive. However, on some processors such as Intel’s
Itanium, the rounding mode of each floating-point operation
can be chosen individually [4, Chap. 3]. In this case, choos-
ing the rounding mode has no impact on the running time
of a sequence of floating-point operations. Moreover the
Itanium provides an FMA instruction, hence the proposed
algorithm can be expected to be a very efficient alternative
to compute round-to-odd additions on this processor.
4.2. Computation of DR(a + b + c)
We now focus on the problem of computing DR(a+ b+
c), where DR denotes one of the directed rounding modes
(RZ , RD or RU ). Our algorithm is depicted on Fig. 2: it is
a variant of the Boldo-Melquiond algorithm. The only dif-
ference is that the last two operations use a directed round-
ing mode. We will show that it computes DR(a+ b+ c) for
rounding downward or upward, but may give an incorrect
answer for rounding to zero. In the sequel, we denote by s
the exact sum a + b + c.
Theorem 7. Let a, b and c be three numbers in a radix-
2 floating-point system in precision p ≥ 3 and DR be ei-
ther RD (round toward −∞) or RU (round toward +∞).
Assuming that no underflows nor overflows occur in inter-
mediate operations, the algorithm given in Fig. 2 computes
DR(a + b + c).
tℓ
Error-free addition
Error-free addition
DR-rounded addition
v = DR(tℓ + uℓ)
DR-rounded addition
z = DR(a + b + c)
a b c
uh uℓ
th
Figure 2. Algorithm to compute DR(a+b+c)
with DR = RD or RU .
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that DR = RD :
the case DR = RU is symmetric.
For x 6= 0, ulp(x) will denote the unit in the last place
of x, i.e., if 2k−1 ≤ |x| < 2k then ulp(x) = 2k−p.
The error-free additions yield s = a+b+c = th+tℓ+uℓ.
After the first rounding v = RD(tℓ + uℓ), one gets s
′ =
th + v, and the result is z = RD(s
′). In general, these two
roundings can be regarded as some kind of double rounding,
which is known, in directed rounding, to be equivalent to a
single rounding. The proof is based on the same idea.
We first need to exclude a particular case: If a + uh is
exactly representable in precision p, then tℓ = 0 and v is
computed exactly (v = uℓ), so that z = RD(a + b + c).
Now let us assume that a + uh is not exactly representable.
Let us show that |tℓ + uℓ| is significantly smaller than
|th|. First, |uh| ≤ 2 |th|. Indeed, if a and uh have the same
sign, then |uh| ≤ |th|; otherwise since a + uh is not exactly
representable, either |a| < 1/2 |uh|, in which case
|a + uh| ≥ |uh| − |a| > 1/2 |uh| ,
or |a| > 2 |uh|, in which case
|a + uh| ≥ |a| − |uh| > |uh| ,
then |th| ≥ RN (1/2 |uh|) = 1/2 |uh|. As a consequence,
|uℓ| ≤ 2
−p |uh| ≤ 2
1−p |th|. Since |tℓ| ≤ 2
−p |th| we have
|tℓ + uℓ| ≤ 3 · 2
−p |th| ≤ 2
2−p |th|.
Now let us show that RD(s) ≤ s′. We have
|v| ≤ RU (|tℓ + uℓ|) ≤ RU (2
2−p |th|) = 2
2−p |th| ,
hence |s′| = |th + v| ≥ |th| − |v| ≥ (1 − 2
2−p) |th|, and
|tℓ + uℓ| ≤ 2
2−p |th| ≤ 2
3−p |s′| .
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Since p ≥ 3, it follows that |tℓ + uℓ| ≤ |s
′|. As a conse-
quence, ulp(s′) Z ⊂ ulp(tℓ + uℓ) Z and RD(s) ≤ s
′.
Thus RD(s) ≤ RD(s′). Moreover, since we have s′ =
th +v ≤ th +tℓ +uℓ = s, it follows that RD(s
′) ≤ RD(s).
Therefore z = RD(s′) = RD(a + b + c).
Note that the proof cannot be extended to RZ , due to the
fact that the two roundings can be done in opposite direc-
tions. For instance, if s > 0 (not exactly representable)
and tℓ + uℓ < 0, then one has RD(s) ≤ RD(s
′) as
wanted, but tℓ + uℓ rounds upward and s
′ can be RU (s),
so that z = RU (s) instead of RZ (s) = RD(s), as shown
on the following counter-example. In precision 7, with
a = −3616, b = 19200 and c = −97, we have s = 15487,
RZ (s) = 15360 and RU (s) = 15488. Running the algo-
rithm depicted on Fig. 2 on this instance gives
(uh, ul) = (19200,−97)
(th, tl) = (15616,−32)
v = RZ (−129) = −128
z = RZ (15488) = 15488
and RU (s) has been computed instead of RZ (s).
Nevertheless RZ (s) can be obtained by computing both
RD(s) and RU (s), then selecting the one closer to zero
thanks to the minNumMag instruction [7], as shown in the
following algorithm.
Algorithm 5 (RZ3(a,b,c)).
(uh, uℓ) = 2Sum(b, c);
(th, tℓ) = 2Sum(a, uh);
vd = RD(uℓ + tℓ);
zd = RD(th + vd);
vu = RU (uℓ + tℓ);
zu = RU (th + vu);
z = minNumMag(zd, zu);
This algorithm for computing RZ (a + b + c) without
branches can already be implemented on the Itanium archi-
tecture thanks to the famin instruction [4].
5. Conclusions
We have proved that Knuth’s 2Sum algorithm is mini-
mal, both in terms of the number of operations and the depth
of the dependency graph. We have also shown that, just
by performing round-to-nearest floating-point additions and
subtractions without any testing, it is impossible to com-
pute the round-to-nearest sum of n ≥ 3 floating-point num-
bers. If changing the rounding mode is allowed, we can
implement without testing the nonstandard rounding to odd
defined by Boldo and Melquiond, which makes it indeed
possible to compute the sum of three floating-point num-
bers rounded to nearest. We finally proposed an adaptation
of the Boldo-Melquiond algorithm for calculating a + b + c
rounded according to the standard directed rounding modes.
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